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Abstract9

Experimental determination of local residual stress fields beneath a spherical indent on10

a <001> copper single crystal revealed the presence of a significant tensile residual stress11

zone. This finding was adequately reproduced by Crystal Plasticity Finite Element simula-12

tions. Further simulations of one spherical indent on many other crystal orientations showed13

a strong variation of the residual stress field with crystal orientation. Accumulative effects of14

five superposing indents were simulated on two extreme orientations <001> and <111>. The15

simulations showed that plastic anisotropy is responsible for potentially uneven compressive16

residual stresses after surface mechanical treatments.17

Keywords: High Angular Resolution Electron Back-Scattered Diffraction, Crystal Plasticity18

Finite Element, Single crystal, Shot-peening19

20

1 Introduction21

Residual surface compressive stresses are known to significantly increase metallic alloys22

fatigue life, corrosion resistance and wear properties. Such stresses often result from plastic23

strains induced by impact mechanical surface treatments. For instance, shot peening consists24

in stretching a thin surface layer of a ductile metallic part by impacting it with hard particles25

called shot. Deep rolling consists in pressuring a hard roller onto a ductile metallic surface.26

Like shot peening, the process stretches a thin surface layer in the treated part. Turning,27

milling and drilling can also induce a near-surface residual stress-field through tool-part28

interactions. Non contact surface treatments, like laser peening - for which a laser irradiation-29

induced plasma transmits a pressure shockwave to the treated part - also induce compressive30
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residual stresses. Predicting the residual stress field resulting from a given manufacturing31

process is challenging since numerous parameters must be accounted for: process parameters,32

material behavior, geometry, environment etc.33

Recent shot peening simulations can account for shot-shot and shot-target interactions,34

which allows for simulating the process from the shot exiting the nozzle up to their effect35

on the treated part’s residual stresses. [14, 16, 20, 22, 41]. Most simulation works considered36

macroscopic and isotropic constitutive theories, which implicitly assume that the grain size37

is much smaller than the area between a single shot and the target surface. Simulations38

can usually predict residual stress fields within reasonable accuracy because methods like39

X-Ray Diffraction and Hole drilling provide spatially averaged residual stresses over many40

grains. [16, 21,27].41

Very few authors have attempted to simulate shot impacts on models where grains are42

explicitely represented and where crystal plasticity constitutive laws are used [9,33,38]. The43

prohibitive computational time required to run such simulations and the challenges associated44

with measuring intragranular residual stresses might explain why such fundamental work has45

seldom been attempted.46

Kobayashi et al. [24] used X-Ray diffraction measurements to show that the in-depth47

residual stress profiles produced on steel polycrystals by impact and quasi-static indentation48

were different. However, the spherical impacter and indenter they used had diameters of49

50 mm and 75 mm, which is much larger than typical shot whose diameters can range from50

0.1 mm to 2 mm [34]. Juran et al. [23] used Electron BackScattered Diffraction (EBSD)51

measurements to demonstrate that the orientation gradients produced on a single crystal by52

a 2.5 mm diameter ball impact at 100 m s−1 and spherical indentation are similar, for similar53

imposed loads. The strain rate involved in their study was about 100 s−1, which is lower54

than usual shot peening strain rates, ranging from 104 s−1 to 106 s−1 [30]. However, these55

results suggest that the local residual stress field induced by spherical indentation could be56

used to estimate that induced by a shot impact.57

Single crystals plastic flow resulting from indentation has been widely investigated in the58

past twenty years. Most researches investigated the so-called size-effect in metals [12,37], or59

developed inverse methods to identify crystal plasticity parameters [3, 35, 36]. Other works60

also focused on the single crystal indentation-induced strain mechanisms by analysing either61

the pile-up/sinking-in patterns [1,8,26] or EBSD-measured crystal misorientation fields [44].62

In particular, the orientation-dependent behaviour of such strain mechanisms has been widely63

studied [19,26]. Similar studies on bicrystal have also been conducted to study the particular64

mechanisms induced near grain boundaries [11,25,39].65

Fewer works focused on the residual stress field induced by indentation. Zheng et al [45]66

proposed an analytical model to predict the residual stress field produced by pyramidal67

indentation on silica. Boyce et al [5] evaluated the residual stress field produced by a spherical68

impact on a Ti-6Al-4V polycrystal using X-ray diffraction and compared their experimental69

results to finite element simulations reproducing the same experiment. However, to the best70
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of our knowledge, no work studied the in-depth residual stress field induced by indenting a71

single crystal.72

Recent works [4] have shown that synchrotron X-Ray Laue microdiffraction techniques73

can provide such in-depth field measurements. The authors measured intra-granular elastic74

strains on a Ni-based superalloy with an accuracy of 10−3. These measurements enabled the75

estimation of intra-granular stresses accounting for the contribution of γ and γ′ phases, within76

an accuracy of 250 MPa. However, such measurements requires the use of a synchrotron.77

High Angular Resolution EBSD (HAR-EBSD) [40, 43] has been extensively used in the78

litterature to measure local elastic strains [29], with high accuracy. This method measures79

residual elastic strains in crystalline materials through a refined analysis of the differences80

between different EBSD diffraction patterns using digital image correlation. Britton et al [6]81

measured the residual elastic strain field around an imprint performed by pyramidal inden-82

tation on silicon using the HAR-EBSD technique. They compared their measurements to83

Crystal Plasticity Finite Element (CPFE) simulations and obtained elastic strain fields with84

similar shapes and magnitudes. However, their study only provided surface measurements85

and no study of the in-depth residual stress field was provided.86

This paper investigates the residual stress field generated by spherical indentations on sin-87

gle crystals. The study builds on the experimental work of Juran et al. [23], more specifically88

on a <001> indented copper single crystal. Residual stress fields quantified by HAR-EBSD89

are succesfully compared to those predicted by CPFE simulations. CPFE simulations are90

further used to investigate the crystal orientation and repeated indentations effects on the91

subsurface residual stresses.92

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the main theories and experimental93

methods we relied on. Section 3 presents the Finite Element model used. Section 4 details the94

numerical model experimental validation, predicted indentation results for single indentations95

on different orientations and repeated indentations on the same crystal. Finally section 596

discusses the results and concludes this paper.97

2 Background98

2.1 Spherical indentation on a copper single crystal99

The experimental data used in this work was extracted from the spherical indentation100

test presented in the work of Juran et al. [23] and is briefly recalled here for the sake of101

completeness. The copper single crystal was produced by directional solidification using a102

standard zone melting method based on a horizontal Bridgman-type apparatus. The sam-103

ples were cut by Electric Discharge Machining (EDM) into parallelepiped-shaped specimens104

and mechanically polished. A final electro-polishing step removed remnants of mechanical105

hardening due to prior polishing. The indented surface was {100} oriented along the sur-106

face normal. Quasi-static indents were performed using a load-controlled standard Brinell107
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Hardness set-up with a 2.5 mm ball diameter indenter. The maximum indentation load was108

100 N.109

2.2 High Angular Resolution EBSD measurements110

Residual stresses are produced by local lattice elastic distortions that induce subtle111

changes in the EBSD diffraction pattern. The HAR-EBSD analysis retrieves local elas-112

tic strain variations by measuring and suitably interpreting the warping field between a113

well-chosen reference pattern and any other pattern in the map. Only relative deviatoric114

strains can be measured, but assuming a plane stress condition, together with Hooke’s law,115

leads to the full strain and stress tensor fields recovery. Many improvements to the original116

method [43] have been made in recent years [29,42]. The analysis presented in this work was117

performed using an EBSD pattern iterative remapping algorithm and finite strain theory, as118

explained in Maurice et al. [29].119

In-depth EBSD measurements were performed using a Zeiss supra 55-VP Field Emission120

Gun (FEG) Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) operated at 20 kV with a probe current121

of 2 nA. The EBSD analysis was carried-out using an HKL system (Oxford instrument)122

composed of NordlysII camera and the Channel 5 software suite.123

2.3 Crystal plasticity framework124

The single crystal constitutive behavior was modeled using the Meric-Cailletaud large-125

strain formulation crystal plasticity framework [32]. The deformation gradient F was decom-126

posed between its elastic and plastic contributions, respectively Fe and Fp, as:127

F = Fe · Fp, (1)

where · denotes the singly contracted product. The plastic part was related to the slips128

occurring in the different slip systems through129

Ḟp · (Fp)−1 =
N∑

s=1
γ̇sms ⊗ ns, (2)

where γ̇s is the s-th slip system shear strain rate, N is the number of activable slip systems (12130

for face-centered cubic structures) and ms and ns are unit vectors representing respectively131

the slip direction and the normal to the slip plane.132

The stress τ s projected on each slip system was related to the system’s shear strain rate133

according to a Norton law where134

γ̇s =
〈
fs(τ s)
K

〉n

, (3)
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with135

< x >=
{

0 if x < 0
x if x ≥ 0

,

K and n being material constants. An isotropic hardening term rs was added to the flow136

rule fs as137

fs = |τ s| − rs. (4)

rs results from the interactions between the different dislocation slip systems modeled by138

rs = R0 +
N∑

q=1
hsq(Rq −R0), (5)

with139

Rq = R0 +Q(1− e−vqb), (6)

where R0 is the critical resolved shear stress, Q and b are two phenomenological constants,140

vq is the cumulated plastic slip for the q-th system and hsq is the interaction coefficient be-141

tween systems (s) and (q). These interaction coefficients represent the averaged dislocation142

interactions contribution between systems (s) and (q). For Face-Centered Cubic (FCC) struc-143

tures, the interaction matrix contains six different coefficients that account for the interaction144

phenomena listed in Table 1.145

The coefficients used in the finite element analysis for copper are those identified in [32]146

and recalled in Tables 1, 2 and 3.147

3 Finite element analyses148

Finite Element Analyses were performed using ABAQUS Finite Element software to solve149

the global mechanical equilibrium. the Zmat module of Z-set Finite Element software was150

h1 h2 h3 h4 h5 h6
Self-hardening Coplanar Hirth lock Collinear Glissile Lomer junction

1 4.4 4.75 4.75 4.75 5

Table 1: Hardening interaction matrix parameters [32]

C11 (MPa) C22 (MPa) C44 (MPa)
159,300 122,000 81,000

Table 2: Elastic coefficients [32]

K (MPa s1/n) n R0 (MPa) Q (MPa) b

5 10 10 6 15

Table 3: Norton law and isotropic hardening parameters [8]
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coupled to ABAQUS to integrate the crystal plasticity constitutive law described in sec-151

tion 2.3.152

The copper sample was modeled as a parallelepiped divided in two regions, as shown153

in Figure 1: a refined zone (Zone A) in the contact area and a border zone (Zone B) with154

progressively unrefined meshes to avoid border effects. Dimension R (Zone A) was chosen so155

as to contain all the elements where plastic strains occurred. The outside layer thickness b was156

chosen to avoid border effects on the residual stress field (see Appendix A). The Dimension157

b = R was chosen as the converged value.158

The substrate was meshed with 3D hexahedric linear reduced integration elements (C3D8R)159

using an updated lagrangian formulation. Reduced integration was used to avoid locking ef-160

fects resulting from plastic incompressibility [17]. Very little mesh instabilities (e.g. hourglass161

effect) were observed and were corrected using a low hourglass stiffness (1 MPa). The mesh162

size was determined through a convergence study based on the residual stress field (see Ap-163

pendix A). The converged element size was taken as 28 µm in the contact zone. The chosen164

mesh density also ensured that the maximum contact radius was composed of at least 10165

elements.166

The indenter was modeled as a rigid half-sphere meshed with tetrahedral elements. A167

penalty algorithm was used for the contact, which was considered frictionless. Simulations168

with different friction coefficients were also performed and led to similar residual stress fields169

(see details in Appendix B).170

The simulations were performed in three steps. (i) First, the indenter was moved (displacement-171

Figure 1: (a)Schematic view of the indentation model geometry and mesh. C3D8R hexahedral and
C3D4 tetrahedral elements were used respectively for the copper sample and the indenter mesh. The
indenter was modeled as rigid. The sample followed a CPFE law for copper. Contact was modeled as
frictionless using a penalty method. (b)Representation of the substrate crystal orientation with respect
to the global coordinate system. Simulations with an in-plane rotation φ = 20◦ and 45◦ were also
performed to rule out any effect of the mesh on the residual stresses, using the same criterion as for
the convergence study presented in Appendix A.
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Figure 2: Variation of the indent diameter as a function of the applied force for different values of the
yielding criterion R0. The indent diameter is defined as the largest dent dimension along the x-axis.
Results obtained for R0 = 10 MPa seem to best fit experimental data, especially for the largest force
values.

control) toward the substrate along the y-axis down to a depth of 40 µm. This corresponds172

to the experimental maximum indentation depth. (ii) The indenter was gradually removed173

from the contact surface to simulate unloading, following the y-axis. (iii) Finally, half the174

substrate’s elements (with coordinates z>0 mm) were deactivated to model the sample’s175

cutting. All displacements were blocked at the bottom of the parallelepiped through all the176

steps (Ux = Uy = Uz = 0). This reproduces the experimental boundary conditions, as the177

sample was stuck on a sample holder before indentation.178

To recover the experimentally measured macroscopic behavior, the choice was made to179

vary only the critical resolved shear stress parameter R0. This choice allows to retrieve the180

experimentally imposed load for a given indentation depth, without altering the simulated181

material’s hardening behavior. The indent size as a function of the indentation force was182

plotted for several R0 and compared to the experimental values obtained for the numerous183

indentations reported by Juran et al. The indent diameter is defined as the largest dent184

dimension along the x-axis. Figure 2 shows that R0 = 10 MPa best fits the experimental185

data.186

Simulation of a single indent aligned with the [001] crystal direction was performed for187

comparison with experimental data. The crystal [100] direction was aligned with the simula-188
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Figure 3: Indentation strategy chosen to study the influence of several indents. dimp represents the
first residual imprint diameter. Five successive indents were performed following the x-axis. First
three indents were spaced apart from dimp. Two last indents were performed on the resulting dimples.

tion x-axis. 20◦ and 45◦ rotated crystals around [001] (as sketched in Figure 1(b)) were also189

simulated to rule out any effect of the mesh on the residual stresses, using similar conver-190

gence indicators as those described in Appendix A. The influence of crystal orientation on the191

residual stress field was also studied using 43 simulations with different crystal orientations,192

as discussed in Section 4.2.193

The stress redistribution during successive indents was investigated. Five successive in-194

dents were simulated following the indentation strategy presented in Figure 3, in the same195

simulation run. The fives indents were performed along the y-axis at x = 0 and for different z196

values. The first three indents’ centers were spaced apart by a distance of dimp. This distance197

corresponds to a single imprint diameter. The order chosen for these three indents is specified198

by the numbers in Figure 3. The two last indents were performed on the resulting dimples.199

Their centers were spaced by a distance of dimp
2 from the first indent center. The geometry200

was expanded to contain the plastic strains in the refined mesh zone.201

4 Results202

4.1 Numerical predictions comparison with experimental data203

Figure 4 shows the simulated indentation imprint highlighted by the contact pressure field204

at maximum indentation depth. This imprint is compared to that experimentally measured.205

Both experimental and numerical imprints are square-shaped, as in the work of Juran et al,206

and have similar dimensions. It can however be noted that the experimental imprints present207

a rounder shape than the predicted one.208

Figure 5 shows the experimentally measured and predicted σxx residual stress field over209
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Figure 4: (a) Topography of the resulting indent shape: comparison of the experimental (left) and
numerical (right) residual indent enhanced by the contact pressure field. (b) Quantitative comparison of
the predicted and experimentally measured imprint shape using the imprint diameters and the curvature
radius at the imprint corners. Both imprint present similar dimensions. The experimental imprint is
rounder than the predicted one.

Figure 5: In-depth residual stress field after indentation and sample cutting at the indent center:
HAR-EBSD results (left) and Finite Element results (right). Both fields present similar shapes and
amplitudes. Tensile residual stresses are observed in the first 200 µm under the surface.

the specimen’s cross-section after cutting. Please note that a zero-centered color scale was210

chosen for all the residual stress fields presented in this study to better emphasize the relative211

importance of tensile and compressive stresses. Figure 5 shows that the HAR-EBSD method212

can capture local stress variations within the crystal. Figure 6 presents residual σxx profiles213

taken along two path located 70 µm and 493 µm below the surface for both simulation and214

experiment. This comparison suggests that there is a reasonable agreement between the215

experimentally measured and predicted residual stress fields. The measured residual stresses216

are more compressive under the surface at the indent center (x = 0 mm) than those predicted.217

Such a shift in the compressive stress values is also found deeper into the sample, at 493 µm218
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Figure 6: Experimentally measured and predicted σxx profiles after an indentation, along two paths
70 µm and 493 µm below the surface. The Finite Element model captures well the global shape and
amplitudes of the field. The most compressive stresses are found experimentally under the surface at
x = 0 mm. A deeper profile located 493 µm below the surface reveals a gap between predicted and
experimentally measured stresses.

below the surface (see Section 5).219

A large tensile zone is present below the indent, for both the simulation and the exper-220

iment. These observations suggest that our simulation methodology is sufficiently robust221

to further investigate the crystal’s orientation effect on the residual stress field during an222

indentation test, at least qualitatively.223
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4.2 Influence of crystal orientation on the residual stress field resulting224

from a single indent225

Figure 7 shows the predicted residual stress field in an indented sample before cutting.226

This figure further confirms that spherical indentation in the crystal’s [001] direction produces227

a large tensile residual stress zone beneath the indent.228

The volume fraction ft of elements for which the first stress invariant was positive in the229

refined mesh zone within the first 200 µm under the surface was computed as:230

ft =
Ne∑
i=0

Ai
Vi

Vtot
, (7)

where231

Ai =
{

1 if tr(σ)
3 ≥ t

0 if tr(σ)
3 < t

. (8)

Ne is the number of elements in the first 200 µm below the surface, Vi the i-th element232

volume and Vtot the total volume of material from the sample’s surface down to 200 µm233

below the surface. t is a threshold filtering low stress values (taken as 20 MPa). The first234

stress invariant (i.e., the trace of the stress tensor divided by three) was used as an indicator235

since it does not depend on the crystal orientation axes. Figure 8(a) shows an inverse pole236

figure for ft for 43 crystal orientations. Figure 8(b) shows the inverse pole figure obtained237

Figure 7: Finite Element in-depth σxx field after indentation in the [001] direction, before sample
cutting. Tensile stresses are present down to 230 µm and therefore do not result from sample’s cutting.
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when considering the volume fraction of elements with a negative stress invariant, fc, using a238

threshold t =-20 MPa. Appendix C details the methodology used to generate these figures.239

Please note that the figures do not complement each other as a stress threshold t was used240

to calculate both volume fractions.241

These figures show that many crystal orientations can lead to tensile zones after one242

indent. The largest tensile zones were found for samples indented close to the [001] orientation243

while the smallest tensile zones were found for those indented close to the [101] orientation.244

However, Figure 8(b) shows that these orientations do not yield the largest compressive zones,245

which are found close to the [213] orientation.246

Further simulations were performed on fourteen orientations ranging from [001] to [111]247

in the (11̄0) plane to visualize the residual stress field evolution leading to the ft and fc values248

presented in Figure 8.249

Figure 9 shows the residual first stress invariant field evolution as a function of crystal250

orientation. The tensile residual stress zone observed for the sample indented along the [001]251

direction is confined, almost uniformly, close to the surface, when the indentation direction252

shifts toward the [111] direction. This is particularly emphazised in Figure 10 that reports the253

in-depth stress profile taken at the indentation center for three different orientations. For the254

sake of clarity, the curves presented in Figure 10 were smoothened to remove discretization-255

induced oscillations using a gaussian filter as:256

Γfiltered(x) =
∫ ∞
−∞

Γ(x− t) 1
s
√

2
e−

(t−µ)2

2s2 dt, (9)

where Γfiltered and Γ are respectively the filtered and the raw curves, and s and µ are the257

Figure 8: Inverse Pole Figure representing the volume fraction of elements with a positive (a) and
negative (b) residual first stress invariant after one simulated indent. Each black mark represents
a simulation result. Largest tensile zones and smallest compressive zones are found when indenting
close to the [001] orientation. Please note that the figures do not complement each other as a stress
threshold t was used to calculate both volume fractions.
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Figure 9: Evolution of the residual first stress invariant field with indentation orientation varying from
[001] to [111]: (a) [2 15 2], (b) [4 15 4], (c) [8 15 8], (d) [13 15 13]. The tensile stress zone is present
for several orientations and is confined, almost uniformly, close to the surface for orientations close
to [111].

Figure 10: Evolution of the in-depth residual stress profile for orientations [001], [4 15 4] and [111].
The profiles are extracted on a path at the geometry center, as sketched at the left. A gaussian filter was
applied to remove discretization-induced oscillations. These profiles emphasize the respective reduction
and augmentation of the tensile and compressive zones close to the [111] orientation.

gaussian parameters (taken as µ = 0 and s = 4).258

Figure 10 shows that, as the orientation approaches the [111] direction, both the com-259
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pressive and the tensile residual stress zones reach lower extrema. The tensile stress zone260

tends to get narrower, as the compressive stress zone extends to a larger zone closer to the261

surface.262

4.3 Stress redistribution after several indentations263

The residual stress fields produced after each of the five indents are presented in Figures264

11 and 12 for samples indented in the [001] and [111] direction, respectively.265

A tensile residual stress zone is still present underneath the indented surface for the266

[001] oriented sample after five indents. By opposition, the residual stress field predicted267

after indenting in the [111] direction is purely compressive, and more compressive than that268

predicted for the [001] orientation. The depth where compressive residual stresses can be269

found is also deeper for the [111] oriented sample.270

5 Discussion271

Figure 6 shows that more compressive residual stresses are measured close to the inden-272

tation axis (x = 0 mm) and beneath the tensile zone deeper in the sample. Such bias in the273

compressive stress intensities could be induced by the HAR-EBSD parameter choice. Errors274

in the HAR-EBSD pattern center coordinates, or in the reference pattern stress, could for275

instance lead to such bias [29, 42]. Also, small misalignments of the cutting plane with the276

Figure 11: Redistribution of the residual first stress invariant field during the indents presented in
Figure 3, when indenting in the [001] direction. Figure’s numerotation corresponds to the indent
number following Figure 3’s convention. Tensile stresses are still present after 5 indents. The final
residual stress field is highly heterogeneous
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Figure 12: Redistribution of the residual first stress invariant field during the indents presented in
Figure 3, when indenting in the [111] direction. The final field is more homogeneous and presents
much deeper compressive stresses as in the [001] direction.

indentation center could also contribute to such bias. This could also result from the sim-277

plicity of the procedure used to simulate sample’s cutting: the numerical procedure assumes278

that no residual stresses have been generated through the cutting process.279

Our model predicted a significantly spread tensile residual stress zone after spherical280

indentation, whose size depends on the crystal orientation. A tensile zone after dynamic281

impact has been reported before in the literature for large diameter balls by Kobayashi et282

al. [24]. As recalled in Section 1, the authors performed quasi-static spherical indents and283

impacts on a steel polycrystal. Only impact tests led to subsurface tensile residual stresses in284

their study. According to the authors, the tensile residual stress zone resulted from plasticity285

mechanisms brought by stress waves propagation and high strain rates. In our case, these286

residual stresses result from the anisotropic nature of crystal plasticity, as it has not yet been287

revealed using homogeneous macroscopic isotropic constitutive models.288

Figures 11 and 12 showed that the volume of tensile residual stresses decreases with289

an increasing number of indents. However, these figures also suggest that there is a link290

between the relative volume of tensile and compressive residual stresses produced after one291

and several indents. The larger tensile stresses volumes after one indent result in shallower292

compressive stresses and a more heterogeneous stress field after several indents. For grains293

whose dimensions are close to the contact radius, or for textured microstructures, the residual294

stress state of a treated material could therefore highly depend on its initial microstructure295

orientations.296

Figure 8 showed that grains with orientations close to <001> have a higher probability297
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to present subsurface tensile residual stresses. By opposition, indentation on grains with298

orientations close to the center of the IPF should exhibit larger compressive stresses volumes.299

Knowing the initial microstructure orientations, the IPF map of ft and fc can therefore pro-300

vide insights in the shot-peening induced residual stress field heterogeneities and residual301

compressive stress depth. This orientation-dependent behavior could therefore have conse-302

quences for surface treatments involving spherical impacts on polycrystals with a coarse grain303

structure or with a particular texture. This could be particularly the case for the shot peening304

of welded zones [13,31].305

Works performed by Chen et al. [10] showed that this effect is also present after mul-306

tiple impacts on a different material. The authors shot-peened a nickel-based superalloy307

single crystal along the [001] and [111] orientations at 80% and 400% coverage. Their work308

showed that compressive residual stress intensities decreased in the [001] single crystal, when309

compared to that in [111] oriented single crystal, even after a 400% coverage. Their results310

corroborate the results we presented in this paper. Future work will focus on the study of this311

orientation-dependent behaviour for materials which are known to present particular textures312

and for dynamic impacts.313

6 Conclusion314

The objective of this work was to investigate the residual stress field generated by spherical315

indentations on a single crystal and to assess the relevance of CPFE for mechanical surface316

treatment simulations. The main contributions are as follows:317

• HAR-EBSD observations revealed a large tensile residual stress zone after spherical318

indentation on a [001] oriented single crystal copper.319

• A spherical indentation CPFE procedure using Meric-Cailletaud’s crystal platicity frame-320

work was developed. A good agreement was found with HAR-EBSD observations in321

terms of residual stresses.322

• Single indentation simulations in 43 different crystal orientations revealed that the323

tensile and compressive stress fields highly depend on the initial crystal orientation. In-324

dentation close to the [001] orientation lead to more tensile stresses and less compressive325

stresses than for any other crystal orientations. Conversely, more compressive stresses326

and less tensile stresses were found when indenting close to the [213] orientation.327

• Simulations of five successive indentations in the [001] and [111] directions showed that328

there is a link between the volume of tensile and compressive stresses induced by one329

and several indents. More tensile stresses and less compressive stresses produced by330

one indent leads to shallower compressive stresses and a more heterogeneous stress field331

after five indents.332
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Accounting for crystal plasticity anisotropy when simulating surface treatments could333

therefore reveal local tensile residual stresses and local stress heterogeneities in favorably334

oriented crystals. Provided that the grain sizes are sufficiently large, the initial material335

microstructure could therefore have an influence on shot peening efficiency. This conclusion336

should naturally depend on the shot-peening parameters. The underlying deformation mecha-337

nisms leading to this orientation-dependent behaviour have not been investigated in the338

present work. Simulations inputs and results files generated in the present work are therefore339

provided to the community for further interpretations (see section 7).340

Stress heterogeneities revealed by this study could affect the fatigue life prediction of shot-341

peened parts. Local tensile stresses could favor crack propagation during fatigue. Shallower342

compressive stresses than those expected using macroscopic isotropic laws could result in343

overestimations of shot-peened part’s fatigue life.344

This analysis should be conducted with one and several high velocity impacts to validate345

its conclusions on real engineering mechanical surface treatments. CPFE simulations for346

strain rates close to those encountered in shot peening will require the development of new347

constitutive law identification methodologies at small scale. Further work will therefore focus348

on high strain rate micro-mechanical testing, such as micro-pillar compression tests [18]. This349

work will be performed on copper, as it is a well-known material, on which HAR-EBSD ob-350

servations can be performed with a reasonable noise level and which present no mechanical351

twinning nor phase transformations during shot-peening. Such material presents very few in-352

dustrial applications for shot-peening but will allow to develop this methodology on a simple353

case, in the perspective of using it on more complicated materials in the future.354
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Appendix A. Convergence study360

Global mesh convergence361

This work mainly focused on spherical indentation-induced residual stress fields. Partic-362

ular attention was given to the tensile residual stress quantity. Mesh size convergence was363

therefore based on the volume fraction of element with a positive first stress invariant, ft.364

Simulations were performed with eight different substrate mesh sizes. The total number365

of elements ranged from 20 277 to 280 277.366

Figure 13 shows the evolution of ft with the total number of elements for an indentation367
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Figure 13: Evolution of ft with the number of elements. Indentation was performed in the crystal’s
[001] direction and with an angle β = 0◦ (see Figure 1). Convergence found for these conditions was
assumed to hold for any other crystal orientations. Convergence of ft to a value of approximately
13 % is observed for a total of 66 517 elements.

in the crystal’s [001] direction and with an angle β = 0◦ (see Figure 1). The value of ft368

stabilizes around 13 % for 66 517 elements. Evolution with the mesh density of the tensile369

stress volume fraction computed using the three axial stress components is shown in Figure370

14. It further confirms the residual stress field convergence for each stress components. Also371

the stress profile taken along z=0 at a depth of 40 µm is represented in Figure 15 for different372

mesh densities. This results reveals that the stress variations seem only to converge around373

114 518 elements. Simulations in this work were therefore performed with this mesh density.374

This corresponds to 28 µm sized elements in Zone A (Figure 1). Convergence found for these375

conditions was assumed to hold for any other crystal orientations.376

Indenter mesh377

A convergence study on the indenter’s mesh size was performed to remove its influence378

on the predicted residual stress and misorientation fields. The indenter being asymmetrically379

meshed (with respect to the specimen’s symmetry axes), a low indenter mesh density in the380

contact zone leads to asymmetric fields. Convergence was therefore assessed by characterizing381

the residual stress field symmetry in the (x,y) plane at z=0 at several depths y using an error382

criterion defined as:383

εy = 2
Ny

Ny/2∑
i=0

σ(xi)− σ(xN−i)
max

i
(σi)

2

, (10)

where Ny is the number of data point at depth y.384

The evolution of εy with mesh density at different depths is presented in Figure 16. The385

figure reveals that the indenter mesh has indeed an influence on the field symmetry for low386

mesh densities. The indenter was meshed with 15 040 elements to reduce this influence.387
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Figure 14: Evolution of ft, computed using (a) σxx, (b) σyy and (c) σzz with the number of elements.
Indentation was performed in the crystal’s [001] direction and with an angle β = 0◦ (see Figure 1).
Convergence found for these conditions was assumed to hold for any other crystal orientations. These
figures confirms the previous converged element size for each stress components

Figure 15: Evolution of the stress profile along z=0 at a depth of 40µm with teh mesh density.
Convergence of the profile can qualitatively be observed for a similar mesh density as previously. This
confirms the convergence of the residual stress field

Border dimensions388

Border effects can induce local variations of the residual stress field, depending on Zone389

B (Figure 1) relative size to the contact radius. The value of ft was therefore computed390
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Figure 16: Evolution of the residual stress field dissimetry εy with the indenter mesh density at several
depth y. Indenter mesh density on the field symetry can be observed for low mesh densities.

with three different border sizes b, corresponding respectively to 1, 2 or 3 times the Zone A391

dimension R
2 .392

Figure 17 shows the evolution of ft with Zone B to Zone A dimension ratio 2b
R . Border393

influence on the value of ft is observed for low Zone B dimension values. Convergence can394

however be observed for borders twice larger than the refined zone.395
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Figure 17: Evolution of ft with Zone B to Zone A dimension ratio 2b
R . Stabilization of the value of ft

can be observed for borders twice larger than the refined zone.
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Figure 18: Evolution of ft with the static friction coefficient value. A slight decrease (9 % of the
frictionless value) is observed for high friction coefficients. Variation of ft with friction is therefore
considered negligible.

Appendix B. Results sensitivity to friction396

Most CPFE studies on single crystal indentation modeled the contact as frictionless [2,397

7, 35, 44]. However, according to Marteau et al. [28], friction coefficient influence has been398

observed in the litterature when modelling spherical indentation. According to their review,399

the friction coefficient can have an influence on the pile-up quantity and very locally, on400

strains and stresses distribution, for low indentation depths.401

Friction coefficient influence on the value of ft was therefore studied. Three simulations402

were performed using different friction coefficients ranging from 0 to 0.4.403

Figure 18 shows the evolution of ft with the friction coefficient. A slight decrease is404

observed for higher friction (9% of the frictionless value). Contact was therefore modelled as405

frictionless in this study.406

Appendix C. Inverse Pole Figure construction407

Face-centered cubic crystal orientation can be described by three vectors, corresponding to408

the three rotated crystal axes. The orientation of one axis can be described by its spherical409

coordinate angles α and φ (as shown in Figure 19(a)). One point on the IPF represents410

the projection of the crystal vertical axis y (aligned with the indentation direction) on the411

hemispherical plane of the unit sphere. The second crystal axis x is chosen using spherical412

coordinates αx = αy + π/2 and φx = φy, so that the third vector always remains in the413

hemispherical plane.414

Considering the face centered cubic crystal symmetry, covering the whole IPF therefore415
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Figure 19: (a) Representation of a vector’s (green arrow) spherical coordinate angles α and φ. A point
on an Inverse Pole Figure (IPF) corresponds to the projection of the green vector on the hemispherical
plane. Its coordinates on the IPF can be expressed using α and φ. (b) Mesh used to generate the IPF.
Each of the 43 nodes represents the crystal orientation axis aligned with the indentation axis.

allows to describe all possible crystal orientations. Simulated orientations were chosen by416

meshing the IPF with tetrahedral elements, using gmsh software [15], so as to cover the417

whole domain as homogeneously as possible. The chosen mesh is represented on Figure418

19(b). Each node of the mesh represents a simulated indentation direction.419

7 Data availability420

The raw data required to reproduce these findings cannot be shared at this time as all421

experimental results were extracted from the work of Juran et al. [23]. However, finite ele-422

ment result files, simulation input files as well as meshing tools used for this study can be423

found at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2550820 and can be reused.424
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